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Easy2Move SPU Slide Sheets
- Designed for single patient use

- Reduced spread of infection

- Signifi cant cost savings

- No laundering costs

- Yellow

-Size: 2m x 1.4m

-Box of 50

Premium Easy2Move SPU Slide Sheets
- Offers all the benefi ts of the Easy2Move SPU Slide Sheets, with a

superior level of slip

- Light Blue

- Size: 2m x 1.4m

- Bag of 5 or Box of 100

Easy2Move Reusable Slide Sheets
- Designed for multiple usage

- Guaranteed 150+ washes with no loss of slip*

- Can be laundered up to 65°C

- Can be tumble dried at 40°C on lowest setting

- Available in Caribbean Blue and Burgundy

- Sizes:

1m x 1.4 - Caribbean Blue

2m x 1.4m - Caribbean Blue and Burgundy

*When washed to manufacturer’s specifi cation

New 

Product!
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HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Single Patient Use
- Used for transferring or repositioning a patient in bed
- Designed for use in Emergency, ICU, Theatres, Wards
- Can be used with infectious patients then disposed of
- Can be used many times with the same patient
- Can be left under patients for long periods
- Reduces the effort to move a patient’s weight by up to 90%
- Available widths: 86cm(34”), 99cm(39”), 127cm(50”)
- Safe Operating Load: 544kg

HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Heat Sealed
- Used for transferring or repositioning a patient in bed
- Heat-sealed construction eliminates needle holes to remove
potential bacterial entryways
- Can be wiped down with neutral detergent between patients
- Can be laundered between patients, if heavily soiled
- Reduces the effort to move a patient’s weight by up to 90%
- Available widths: 71cm(28”), 86cm(34”), 99cm(39”), 127cm(50”)
- Safe Operating Load: 544kg

HoverMatt Lateral Transfer Double Coated
- Used for transferring or repositioning a patient in bed
- The Double-Coated version offers fl uid and stain resistance,
making it ideal for the OR or Labour & Delivery.
- Can be wiped down with neutral detergent between patients
- Can be laundered between patients, if heavily soiled
- Reduces the effort to move a patient’s weight by up to 90%
- Available widths: 71cm(28”), 86cm(34”), 99cm(39”), 127cm(50”)
- Safe Operating Load: 544kg

HoverTech Roller
- Turning chambers provide periodic pressure relief from bony
prominences
- Breathable fabric prevents moisture build-up and enhances patient
comfort

- Weight limit 272kg

HoverSling Single Patient Use
- Offers streamlined approach for lateral and chair transfers

- Improves patient safety and comfort during transfers
- Eliminates costs and logistics associated with reprocessing

- Strapping design secures and cradles each limb
- Weight limit 317kg
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HoverJack Patient Lift
- Reduce back injuries for nurses and caregivers
- Minimize staff members needed to safely lift patients who have fallen
- Floor to bed lift (4 stage lift)
- Lifts in Supine position so no hip defl ection
- 544kg lifting capacity
- Tefl on-coated bottom sheet allows patients to be transferred along
corridors
- Available widths: 81cm (32”), 99cm (39”)

Lift and Transfer Package
1x HoverJack 34”(Reusable)
1x HoverMatt Double Coated 34” (Reusable)
1x HT-Air Supply
1x Clax Cart with Basket
1x Box of 40 Disposable Cover Sheets Super Absorbent

HoverJack Evacuation Version 1&2
- Air chambers infl ate to lift the bariatric patient from the fl oor in a
supine or seated position

- Tapered head-end improves manoeuvrability
- Quick-release valves expedite defl ation

- Replaceable Tefl on coated bottom allows device to be used across rough
terrain

- 544kg vertical lift capacity, 318kg stairwell evacuation capacity

Enquire
about

Package Discounts
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HoverMatt Air Supply Model 2300 with Power Cord
- Air Supply delivers variable speed infl ation for optimal patient stability and
precise positioning.

Pinkies Absorbent Bed Covers
- Constructed from non-woven PAA material with high fl uid absorbing 
resin and pink waterproof PE backing
- Matte fi nish on backing ensures secure positioning
- The material is kind to the skin - the patient will feel dry
- Pinkies are disposable and environmentally friendly
- Hygienic and saves on laundry bills.
- Sizes available  Small  Medium  Large 

Disposable Cover Sheets Super Absorbent
- Constructed from non-woven PAA material with high fl uid absorbing 
SAP crystals sandwiched between the quilted fabric layers. Its blue 
PE backing prevents fl uids escaping from beneath.
- Absorbs up to 12 litres of fl uid
- Full bed coverage
- Suitable for HoverMatt protection (reduces soiling)
- Suitable for use with bariatric patients 

Clax Cart
- Ideal for transporting HoverMatts
- Weighs only 7kg
- Easy to use and navigate
- Works on all surfaces including carpet, lino and timber
- When folded, fi ts easily into car boots, cupboards or under desks
- Removable wheels
- Footbrake

Univeral HoverTech Cart
The Universal HoverMatt Cart is conveniently designed to carry your 
Air Supply and both reusable and single patient use HoverMatts. 
100% stainless steel construction featuring an ergonomic handle and 
360° rotating casters.

HoverMatt Disposable Bag
- Separate HoverMatts from standard dirty linen

- Able to write on with marker pen to identify department

www.gp-medical.com.au
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Standing / Walking Transfer Belts
Transfer Belts designed to assist clients from a sitting to standing position 
(or vice-versa). Also used to stabilise and support a client whilst walking, 
either with or without a walking frame (depending upon clients condition).

• Made from Soft, strong nylon padded for extra comfort.
• Optional rubber backing on nylon material belts to prevent slipping.
• Adjustable for snug fit.
• Various closures to choose from, Velcro, Side release buckle, Cam lock 

buckle.
• Four padded hand holds allow variation for position of carers.
• Fully washable.
• Extra Small 50cm-75cm Small 65cm-90cm Medium 80cm-110cm 

Large 100cm-130cm X-Large 125cm-155cm 

Translide Transfer System
The TRANSLIDE SYSTEM is used to transfer a client who can weight-bear, 
from a wheelchair to the seat of a vehicle. The system can also be used to 
help position a client, or to help a client position themselves in a vehicle. 
Can also be used for normal chair and bed transfer and positioning.

• Smooth slippery underside of pad and top cover of mat, ensures ease
of manoeuvrability to desired position. Able to manoeuvre in a side to
side, front to back and rotationally to ensure exact positioning.

• Soft foam and quilt construction provides comfort for client.
• Pad incorporates side handles to aid in stand transfer and positioning.
• Optional rear strap on both parts to twist and secure to rear of chair.
• Mat and Pad are washable (medium wash, drip dry)

Patient Rota Transfer Disc
The Patient Rota Transfer Disc is used to help stand transfer a client/
patient from chair to bed, chair to chair etc, alleviating the need for the 
patient to shuffle from one position to another, ie; the disc rotating to the 
new position.

ETAC Turner Transfer Aid
A transfer disc for moving a person from one seated position to an 
adjacent seated position. The user stands on the disc while turned by 
the carer. The disc is attached to a vertical pole with a grip handle for 
the user. Two adjustable height knee supports are attached to the 
handle. The base has a foot brake plus small castors for use during 
transport. It folds for transport and storage.
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Raizer Lifting Chair
- Mobile chair for transfer from fl oor to a sitting or standing position.
- Minimal physical effort for the assistant
- Both the fallen person and the assistant can feel comfortable and safe
in the process
- Easy to transport in 2 light bags
- Assembly prior to operation: max 3 minutes
- Cleaning-friendly
- CE-marking
- Patent pending

Gate Bure Rise & Go

The Bure Rise & Go is a cost-effective walker enhanced with a 
patented power rise function. Thanks to this electric power rise 
function, 
Bure Rise & Go becomes a combined stand-up, transport and walking 
aid all in one.

When the power rise function is activated, the patient is lifted into the 
standing position, while being securely attached to the Rise & Go with 
the aid of the Walker Belt. 

The Bure Rise & Go contributes to reduced workloads and is an investment 
in the wellbeing of your staff and the patient’s rehabilitation.
• 150kg SWL
• Easy to reach hand controls
• Leg support when standing
• 125mm lockable castors

• Power Rise

• Harnesses available  Small, Medium, Large & XLarge 

- Mobile chair for transfer from fl oor to a sitting or standing position.
- Minimal physical effort for the assistant
- Both the fallen person and the assistant can feel comfortable and safe 
in the process
- Easy to transport in 2 light bags
- Assembly prior to operation: max 3 minutes
- Cleaning-friendly
- CE-marking
- Patent pending

New to 

Austra
lia!

Technical Specifi cations
Lifting capacity Max 150 kg
Lifting time 20-30 sec
Weight Seat 9 kg+ legs and back rest 4 kg

– total 13 kg
Charger (2 pcs) Soniel 12V 100-240V and 12V car adapter
Number of lifts on a full 
charge

40 with a max load
Approx 100 with an average load

Charging time Max 6 hours
Charging of empty battery 10–15 min = 1 transfer

The Raizer is a state of the art lift ing chair that is a fast and safe soluti on when a person 
has fallen and needs help with transfer to either a standing or sitti  ng positi on.

When the power rise function is activated, the patient is lifted into the 
standing position, while being securely attached to the Rise & Go with 

www.gp-medical.com.au
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StaminaLift TS5000 Bed Mover
The StaminaLift TS5000 Transfer System is unlike any other  
hospital bed mover. The TS5000 is easy to operate, and you  
will appreciate it for its universal compatibility – the ability to 
connect to a wide range of beds, stretchers and equipment.

With the TS5000 Transfer System you can move:
• A wide range of acute care hospital bed and stretchers includingHill-Rom,

ArjoHuntleigh, Stryker, Linet, Howard Wright, Prius, Volker and more

• Some patient care chairs, anaesthetic machines, linen carts, trolleys, rubbish
skips and more

Features:

StaminaLift TS5000 in use

StaminaLift PlatfƻǊƳ 

• Universal Jaw Assembly: Designed for global acute care bed compatibility.
Accommodates many stretchers and specialtybeds

• Adjustable Jaws: Wheel base width: 550 - 890mm Castor sizes: 125mm -200mm
(single & double)

• Adjustable Handle: Comfort regardless of operatorheight
• Sealed Gel Batteries: 15 hours normal use before recharge
• Variable Speed: Flexibility for operatorcontrol
• Battery Charger: 120 or 240V for the global market
• 300kg Lift and 600kg pushcapacity

NEW Accessories:
• StaminaLift Ride on Platform

StaminaLift TS2100Bed Mover
The StaminaLift TS2100 is easy to operate, and you will  
appreciate it for its ability to connect to a wide range of beds, 
stretchers and equipment.

Features:

• Bed Frame Attachment: Suitable for many acute care beds and some stretchers
• Adjustable Handle: Comfort regardless of operatorheight
• Sealed Gel Batteries: 15 hours normal use before recharge
• Variable Speed: Flexibility for operatorcontrol
• Battery Charger: 120 or 240V for the global market
• 250kg lift and 500kg pushcapacity StaminaLift TS2100
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Mangar ELK Lifting Cushion

The Elk (Emergency Lifting Cushion) is an innovative air powered cushion 
designed to lift a fallen person from the floor.

• Reduce the risk of injury
• Can be used in restricted or remote locations where other lifting

equipment may be impractical or unavailable

• Easily portable for use on excursions etc.

• Powered by a small battery-operated portableair-supply

450kg  
SWL

Mangar CAMEL Lifting Cushion

The CAMEL (Emergency Lifting Cushion) has an inbuilt backrest offering a  
fully supportive lift for all clients
The Camel is particularly suitable for larger or bariatric people
• Suitable for large or bariatric people (lifts up to 50 stone/320kg)

• Lightweight

• Simple to use

• Appropriate for any age

• Portable

• For use indoors or out

• Batteryoperated

320kg  
SWL

Bariatric EvacMat

Designed for the safe evacuation of  
bariatric individuals from locations such  
as hospital wards.
• Colour coded cross straps keep the individual

securely cocooned and the body weight held in
place.

• Tough slippery base allows it to move
easily over indoor and outdoor surfaces for
horizontal or vertical evacuation

350kg  
SWL
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ALBAC Evacuation Mat

The AlbacMat™ can be put quickly to use to remove  
patients from a dangerous situation e.g. Fire.
• The Polypropylene board enables the AlbacMat™ to ‘glide’

over surfaces (including carpet), minimising the effort
required by rescuers to evacuate patients.

• In extreme cases two people may be required to pull a
patient, however the AlbacMat™ encourages one person per
patient. This potentially halves the time taken to evacuate a
facility.

• The polypropylene board acts an insulator to the patient,
absorbing the concussion of travel and is also heat resistant  to
85 degrees Celsius—making it safe to use in extreme heat

• Available in 60 and 90cm widths

475kg  
SWL

Evac and Slide Ski Sheet

• The Evac+Slide Extension is an Emergency Evacuation Slide Sheet/
Ski Sheet that has been manufactured with longer drag straps so
that the rescuer can drag from an uprightposition.

• Can be laundered in an industrial washing machine up to 65°C
and then linedried

• Teflon-coated base is designed to ensure ease of movement
along carpet and linoleum

200kg  
SWL




